
Shawn Elfrink

Feb 19, 2017

#ASL28challenge
Motif: Box
Media: of course same old thing Digital Arts
Title: Orally Boxes

Describeshun: thinking too hard for "box" motif. Thought why not handshape fingerspell "B". Oh that 
we used to sign that for Orally Boxes"?

https://www.facebook.com/hashtag/asl28challenge?source=feed_text


Arnaud Balard 

« The colonialism box 
#ASL28challenge
Day 19/28 Feb
Motif BOX ( R )
Draw with iPad Pro

My text under this draw. 

https://www.facebook.com/hashtag/asl28challenge?source=feed_text


Laurie Rose Monahan

Day 19 - box - A
"Her lunchbox"
Color pencils and markers
9x12"



Yusuf Yahya
Day 19 of 28 Days
Topic: "What Would The World Look Like Without Deaf People?" (Short poem)
Category: Not sure 
Motif: Box
Material: Paint Acrylic On Cardstock Carton 12 x 12

Inside of the box.
Feeling alone and deserted.
I have seen the hearing, hard of hearing and CIer (Cochlear Implant) ... because they are happy talking 
without Deaf people in the world.
Wonder what happened to our Deaf community?
It's such helpless feeling ...

If you don't get out of the box you have been raised in, you won't understand how much bigger world 
is.
But how can I communicate with you?
So what happened to our relationship or friendship today?
My abandoned heart, just don't understand ...



Kathy Fisher -Abraham 
Day 19- Box motif 
"Wrong choices"

Medium- 9x12 sketch paper, coloring pencils and inks 
- just a last minute sketch one hour ago- now posting 
In this picture, it shows a father choosing that box , unaware what's really behind it!!
You can see what decisions parents made for their deaf children can turn out to be- a night mare !!! 
Sometimes choices were wrong because parents were convinced by doctors or someone who was 
against the use of sign language and were lied to, ( and also were misinformed ) too. Parents thought 
that choice for their children was the best, but later regretful after their grown deaf children blamed 
them for the mishaps and sufferings they went through. It could go on and on. Just please listen to deaf 
adults and your own kids who didn't want CI or oral language!!! #ASL28challenge

https://www.facebook.com/hashtag/asl28challenge


Rosemary Parker Edwards
Day 19: box
Title: box of ABC
Media: Photoshop



Nancy Rourke
Day 19 of 28 Days
“The Epidemic of Language Deprivation”
BOX A/R motif
8 inch by 10 inch
Digital Sketch

This artwork shows a box of monochrome crayons and one colored crayon.
It is about the situation of the whole box. It is to show what language deprivation looks like and that 
one colored crayon made it through. 
#ASL28Challenge

https://www.facebook.com/hashtag/asl28challenge

